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To examine Allyson Clay’s career is to immerse yourself in a
distinct and enduring set of concerns, witness to a diverse
practice employing multiple media that nonetheless returns to
her core issues with frequency and focus. These ideas include
gendered space and the ways in which a woman might move
through a city, the public sphere and the private realm, the
language of description, modernist form and the history of
art. Potential through-lines for these disparate concerns are
boundaries or limitations, how architecture, tradition, language or
gender attempt to define where we can go, what we imagine, say
and create, or what we might hope to achieve in a day or in a life.
Earlier in her career, Clay stated that “with increasing urgency, I’ve
found myself questioning how to paint without demonstrating
complicity with painting’s patriarchal tradition.”1 In Irregular Lines,
her exhibition at the MacLaren Art Centre, Clay demonstrates her
ability to subvert the authority of text and tradition, disrupting the

assured narrative of male dominated 20th century art history and
foregrounding the role of women artists. Irregular Lines features
elements from four bodies of work: Groundsplatpink (2013-2014),
River Subversion: 20th Century Masterpieces (2009), Immarginalia
(2015-2016) and One Hundred Poems (2015-2016). Tying together
a number of conceptual threads from throughout her practice,
this unruly but cohesive exhibition highlights Clay’s ability to
render clear boundaries permeable and leaky.
Groundsplatpink is a series of riotously-coloured paintings
exploring the language used to describe abstract painting.
OchreChromeOchre (2013) is taken from this series, and its
use of tightly-framed text, awkward vocabulary and a seemingly
limited, complementary colour palette are typical of this project.
OchreChromeOchre takes its title from the text written in a
pinched rectangular form along the upper half of the painting:
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OCHRE/CHRO/MEOCHR/EULTRAMA/RINEAL/LPATCHY. Clay
uses text taken from books, most notably Roald Nasgaard’s
Abstract Painting in Canada, using a kind of black-out poetry
technique to extract the pith and essence of the descriptions
rather than a straight transcription. A corollary of this project,
but not the main thrust of this particular work, is the masculine,
muscular and action-oriented language of these descriptions, a
hallmark of modernist art criticism. These texts are then forced
into rigid, geometric shapes designated as a tribute to the
modernist forms of mid-century painting. Clay notes: “In each
painting I tightly frame words into abstract shapes that form
an intentionally awkward composition. Such awkwardness is
intended as an homage to modernism’s duty to disrupt and thwart
the easiness of balance and resolution.”2 Her colour palette and
paint application echo this unsettling quality: what appears from
a distance to be a relatively straightforward combination of a
limited number of colours reveals itself to be a highly complex,
layered composition. Buried colours reveal themselves in the
varied tonality of the chartreuse ground, warming select portions
of the green surface with a ripening yellow. The coral text
vibrates against the complementary background, a manic tension
made more frantic by the strict confines of the form holding the
exuberant passage. The application of the paint is deliberately
imperfect, testifying to the artist’s hand without revealing her
complex process.
While Groundsplatpink is concerned with the language of
modernist painting, River Subversion: 20th Century Masterpieces
takes an art historical textbook as its subject. This series of
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photographs documents a performance that Clay undertook in
2009, when she immersed Doreen Ehrlich’s Masterpieces of 20th
Century Painting (1989) in the Oldman River near Lethbridge,
Alberta. “We set it into a river and made its pages breathe water,
open, float apart, swim,” Clay states. A suite of six photographs
highlight the vulnerability of the once-authoritative textbook, the
text reduced to a series of incomprehensible, painterly marks.
Clay has, at various points in time, returned to the idea of books
underwater, dissolving into themselves and others. In Loci (1990),
an artist book, Clay narrates an unrealized (and unrealizable)
performance that moves from interior scenes to exterior:
She took three books by women authors off the shelf; three
paperbacks; aged, and brittle with pages going brown
along the edges. De Beauvoir, Stein, Woolf. She poured
milk into a basin and put the books in to soak. Kneading
them slightly, absentmindedly whistling, she enjoyed the
sun from the window hot on her arms and neck. Later, she
removed the books from the milk and tied them together
with white household string. She set them in the sun
outside to congeal and dry.3
With River Subversion, this performance resulted in a loss of
authority and the interruption of narrative within the pages of the
textbook, a corrosion of meaning that resonates in the expanded
field of art production of the 21st century. The emphasis here is
on connotative rather than chronological or hierarchical meaning,
chance acting as a catalyst for order as the pages float on the
currents to reveal unexpected combinations of artworks. As in
Loci, there is a dissolution, but also a reconstitution: Clay has

caused a rupture in the temporal organization of this book, but
in a sense she has also freed it from its rigid classifications. The
textbook has a living presence in the river that it lacks on the
shelf; the book breathes in the water and softens.
Immarginalia sees Clay return to Masterpieces of 20th Century
Painting, at the remove of six years. In the interim, the book
has hardened. Pages have folded, ossified into awkward forms
that reveal strange configurations of images. Over these waterdamaged spreads, Clay has painted a series of forms extracted
from 20th century women painters’ artworks. Clay notes, “I am
damaging the book a second time. It’s a physical alteration of
the material of the book and the progress of its time; re-ruining,
re-placing. It’s like a voice-over applied in paint… I am laying a
map of leaking borders—traces from the spaces of women—
across pages of a familiar and internalized art history.”4 The forms
are derived from the work of two women artists: Yayoi Kusama
(Japanese, born 1929) and Audrey Capel Doray (Canadian, born
1931). Attuned to the iterative process of art history, constantly
being revised to suit the exigencies of the present, Clay has chosen
two artists whose critical fortunes have waxed and waned over
their long careers. Kusama was a key figure in the New York City
art scene of the 1960s, but returned to Japan in poverty and nearobscurity in the 1970s. Her re-emergence and ascendance in the
1990s marked a complete transformation of her legacy, and she
is now one of the highest-selling living women artists at auction.5
Doray, in contrast, is a Vancouver-based painter, whose work is
now positioned as critical to understanding Vancouver art in the
1960s, one of a generation of artists that acted as the progenitor
for the city’s conceptual art scene of the present day. In Red Figure,
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a spread from Immarginalia, a brick-red form is superimposed
over two portraits: Francis Bacon’s Seated Figure (1961) and
Lucien Freud’s The Painter’s Mother (1984). The position of Clay’s
figure, and its sanguinary intensity, recalls Bacon’s description
of his portraits as an “injury” to their subjects. Certainly, Clay
has placed Bacon’s and Freud’s subjects in an auxiliary position,
dislodging their pre-eminence on the page and forcing them to
peer around her Red Figure. The hierarchy that was lost in this
textbook when it was immersed in the Oldman River returns to
the pages, albeit in a different form and to a different effect: “The
paper is sucking the oil from the paint in the ruined book. Suck,
suck, suck; Mondrian, Picasso, Baselitz. Oil seeps into O’Keefe,
Riley, Rothenberg, softening everything,” Clay muses. Not only
is revision ongoing and inevitable in Clay’s project, but revision
also reads as somatic desire: the pages suck the paint from the
brush; under Clay’s hand, the hardened pages soften and relax.
One Hundred Poems follows from Immarginalia. In this body of
work the forms painted over the pages of Masterpieces of 20th
Century Painting are liberated from the book and scaled to the
white cube of the gallery. Monochromatic paintings on shaped
aluminum panels, the series title references concrete poetry
while its forms recall the shaped texts of Groundsplatpink.
Individual works are given whimsical names that the more
prosaically titled spreads of Immarginalia lack, including A Childish
Prank, Song of a Man and The Love Bather. While more strictly
monochromatic than Groundsplatpink, the paintings in this series
feature an enlivening tonal variation and a deeply intentional
paint application. Read in concert with Groundsplatpink, River
Subversion and Immarginalia, there is a sense of the permeability

of these discrete bodies of work, and the way they bind and leak
into one another. Further, by transposing the intimate, bounded
shapes of abstract paintings by Kusama and Doray into this
bodily scale, Clay has given them a sense of agency and energy.
Just as Masterpieces of 20th Century Painting seems to come
alive underwater in River Subversion, works from One Hundred
Poems are enlivened by some biomorphic vitality, simultaneously
heroic in scale and amoebic in energy. While there are only ten
paintings in One Hundred Poems, there is an implication that in
the dark, at night when the gallery is closed, these paintings just
might multiply. And what might this army of anarchic forms bring
to pass if freed from the canvases of women’s paintings and the
boundaries imposed by art history?
In 1999, Clay assigned her students a project: instructing them
to find a painting at a junk shop or on a street corner, she asked
them to make some pointed modification in the style of the
Situationists. Clay intended to talk about détournement, when
an artist modifies a pre-existing work to create a new one that
subverts the intentions of the original. Reflecting on the experience
of critiquing this assignment, Clay writes: “I think how painting or
any work of art is permeable, something out of which meaning
leaks, needs repletion.”6 Irregular Lines features work that returns
to this task of détournement, and in so doing this exhibition
continues Clay’s exploration of boundaries, of the ebb and flow
of meaning over time. When looking at Clay’s central concerns—
constriction related to architecture, history, tradition, gender—
the idiomatic question, “but do these ideas hold water?” comes
to mind. Irregular Lines, and Clay’s practice more generally, is
satisfying not only for the ways in which it exposes unseen

boundaries, but for how it highlights their inherent vulnerability
and careful maintenance over time. In Irregular Lines we see
Clay as a custodian of meaning, draining it here and topping
it up there. If what she makes is transformative, subversive,
sometimes joyful, it is because of this sustained attention, this
careful focus. In Clay’s practice, no boundary holds water: all is
leaky, all is unsettled, all is possible and for all.
—EMILY McKIBBON, Exhibition Curator
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Allyson Clay received her BFA from the Nova Scotia College of
Art and Design, Halifax, and a MFA from the University of British
Columbia, Vancouver. Clay has exhibited throughout Canada and
internationally, with solo exhibitions at Walter Phillips Gallery, Banff;
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